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Recent statistics indicate that the second round of the double-dip recession in the Eurozone and the United Kingdom
has ended, and that economic growth in the United States has improved.[1] Not surprisingly, policymakers have
used the new data to declare that the economy has finally turned the corner. For instance, José Manuel Barroso,
president of the European Commission, said that “[t]his is a turning point for the EU [European Union] economy. The
EU’s hard work is starting to pay off and growth is slowly coming back.”[2] George Osborne, the UK’s Chancellor of
the Exchequer, declared that “The plan is working …. The job is not yet done but Britain is moving again.”[3]

The Eurozone Recovery

There are some good reasons to take such pronouncements with a pillar of salt. Beginning with the Eurozone,
although the recession there has ended in the technical sense that real, or inflation-adjusted, Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) has increased for two consecutive quarters,[4] this is a crude measure that ignores other dimensions
of economic activity such as employment. The Eurozone’s unemployment rate has remained stuck at its 12.1% peak
level for eight straight months (through November).[5] Prior to the crisis, it stood at 7.6%.[6] Furthermore, the rise in
GDP is quite small—0.9% at an annual rate during the second and third quarters of 2013–and forecasts suggest that
growth will be even more sluggish in the medium term. PIMCO, the giant U.S. securities-investment firm, expects
Eurozone GDP to grow by only 0.25% to 0.75% over the next year.[7] It should also be borne in mind that the rise in
GDP is an average that does not reflect the economic performance of the Eurozone as a whole. Germany’s GDP
grew at an annual rate of 2.1% during the second and third quarters, but France, Spain, Italy, and of course Greece
and some other smaller economies have not yet emerged from recession––even according to the “two consecutive
quarter” rule of thumb. [8]

More importantly, an end to “recession,” as economists define it, doesn’t mean much. It doesn’t mean that the
economy has returned to normal, or that the financial system in is good shape, or that the outlook for the future is
favorable, or that economic activity has made up the ground it lost during the recession. It means only that economic
activity has stopped falling and is now rising––to some degree.

In some countries, GDP has indeed surpassed pre-crisis levels. In the U.S., GDP in 2013 was 6.0% higher than in
2007; in Germany, it was 4.2% higher; in Japan, it was 0.8% higher; and in France, it was 0.7% higher. But GDP
remained 1.7% below the 2007 level in the UK; 6.0% below in Spain; and 8.6% below in Italy.[9]

The United States’ Recovery from the Great Recession

To get a sense of how sluggish the recovery from the Great Recession has been, consider the clearest “success
story” among these economies, the U.S. In contrast to the Eurozone economies, its financial crisis came to an end
four or five years ago, and the austerity policies that have hampered economic growth in Europe have not been
imposed in the U.S. On the contrary, its fiscal policy has been wildly expansionary. Between the end of 2007, when
the U.S. recession began, and the end of 2013, its public debt rose by $8.1 trillion, or 88%, or about $4400 per
person, per year, for six years.[10] Some of the additional debt has funded additional government spending, while the
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rest has covered reductions in taxes that have boosted personal consumption and other private spending.

U.S. monetary policy has been wildly expansionary as well. The federal funds (interbank overnight) interest rate has
averaged 0.14% during the last five years, and the three rounds of quantitative easing by the Federal Reserve have
caused its balance sheet (essentially, its holdings of securities) to balloon from $867 billion to $4007 billion, a 362%
rise, since the Panic of September 2008.[11]

Yet, despite relatively favorable financial conditions in the U.S. and its government’s expansionary policies, the 6%
rise in U.S. GDP since 2007 is paltry by historical standards. If the U.S. economy had grown during the last six years
at the average rate at which it grew during the two decades preceding the Great Recession, its GDP would have
risen more than three times as rapidly. In 2013, the output gap––the amount by which actual GDP fell short of this
continuing-trend GDP––was a whopping 11.3%.

The growth that has occurred in the U.S. has been too meager to put a dent in its joblessness crisis. As the graph
below shows, the percentage of adults who are employed, which fell from 63.4% in December 2006 to 58.6% in
November 2009, has not increased at all during the last four years.[12] The share of people with jobs is 7.6% below
its level seven years earlier, or 10.0% below if we factor out part-time employees who want a full-time job. It is true
that the official unemployment rate has declined substantially. Yet as the graph illustrates, all of the decline is due to
unemployed workers dropping out of the labor force; none is due to employment growth.

The decline in the U.S. employment-population ratio is so deep and protracted that, even if employment were to
increase from now on at twice the pace as which it has increased during the last four years––something no one
expects––it would take until mid-2020 for the employment-population ratio to return to its level of seven years ago. If
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employment grows 50% faster than it has, a possibility that is more realistic but still unlikely in my view, it would take
until 2029 for the employment-population ratio to fully recover.

Most of the other large advanced countries have output gaps similar to or larger than that of the U.S. As of 2013, the
output gap was 10.4% in France, 16.2% in Italy, 19.2% in the UK, and 22.3% in Spain. In Germany and Japan, the
output gaps were smaller, 4.8% and 6.2% respectively, but that is largely because GDP growth in these countries
was weak even prior to the Great Recession.[13]

When Will the Economy Return to Normal?

Thus, it is relatively unimportant whether the European and U.S. economies are growing a bit instead of contracting.
A bit of growth is far too little to reverse the accumulated devastation of the last six years. The crucial question is:
when will the economy return to normal, or even to sustained growth that is strong enough to restore normalcy in due
time?

A growing number of mainstream economists and economics writers, including New York Times columnist Paul
Krugman, Financial Times columnist Martin Wolf, and former U.S. Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers, have
become worried that such a moment may be decades away. Five days before the president of the European
Commission declared that the EU’s modest GDP growth represented a “turning point,” Summers spoke at an
International Monetary Fund conference and warned that “secular stagnation” is a distinct possibility.[14] Since that
speech, the secular stagnation scenario has become a hot topic, if not the hot topic, among macroeconomists.

While Summers acknowledges that recent statistics provide reason to be optimistic that economic growth might
accelerate, he cautions that “the achievement of escape velocity has been around the corner in consensus forecasts
for several years and we have seen several false dawns …. More fundamentally, even if the economy accelerates
next year, this provides no assurance that it is capable of sustained growth at normal real interest rates.”[15]

Economic Stagnation

One main argument in favor of the secular stagnation hypothesis is the one I emphasized above: the U.S. economy
remains mired in a state of near-stagnation even though its financial crisis is long behind it and its fiscal and
monetary policies have been exceptionally expansionary for years. Another argument is that this is not just a post-
financial crisis or post-Great Recession problem. As I have discussed elsewhere,[16] the U.S. economy failed to
rebound strongly after the dot-com bubble burst in 2000. Ben Bernanke warned that it might experience deflation and
a Japanese-style “lost decade” of stagnation,[17] and the Federal Reserve responded with an exceptionally
expansionary monetary policy; the real (inflation-adjusted) federal funds rate was negative from the start of 2002
through mid-2005. This policy, and the loosening of credit standards, served to prolong and further inflate the U.S.
home-price bubble, and commercial real estate and share prices shot up rapidly as well. Yet in contrast to what took
place in the 1990s, skyrocketing asset prices failed to create boom conditions, even temporarily, in the rest of the
economy.

To be sure, the middle of the last decade cannot be characterized as a period of stagnation in the U.S. economy. But
GDP and employment growth were only moderate and inflation remained tame––under conditions in which one would
have expected them to be much stronger. This suggests that stagnation had become the new “default” state of the
economy. Or, as Martin Wolf has put it, “financial excesses … masked or … were even a response to pre-existing
structural weaknesses.”[18]

If one accepts that this analysis is probably correct, the question becomes: why has stagnation become the
economy’s default state? Various answers have been put forward. The one that seems most plausible to me is that
the economy tends toward stagnation because demand is weak; demand is weak because productive investment
demand—spending on equipment, office and factory construction, etc.—has taken a nosedive (see the graph
below);[19] and investment has taken a nosedive because the profitability of such investment has become
chronically low. In other words, there is insufficient existing profit to fund investment projects, and the future profit
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they are expected to generate is insufficient to induce the needed volume of investment as well. My analysis, based
on official government data, indicates that U.S. corporations’ rate of return on investment in fixed assets fell
substantially between the mid-1950s and the early 1980s, and then failed to rebound in a sustained manner for the
next quarter-century. Depending on how profit is measured, it either fluctuated around the early-1980s’ low point or
continued to trend downward.[20]

Summers characterizes the situation differently, as one in which high levels of output and employment can be
sustained only if real (i.e., inflation-adjusted) short-term interest rates are significantly below zero. He puts it that way
in order to suggest that conventional monetary policy has become ineffective. Yet my analysis is consistent with his,
since, if there is now a chronic tendency for productive investment demand to be very weak, interest rates would
have to fall to exceedingly and perhaps impossibly low levels in order to induce a volume of investment sufficient to
achieve high levels of output and employment.

—
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the new Lexington Books series ‘Heterodox Studies in the Critique of Political Economy’. Many of his writings and
talks on the economic crisis are available on his website, and on With Sober Senses.
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